Item 4  HSC Category A Course Reviews

ACTION REQUIRED

1. approve all those Category A courses listed below for which the recommendation for Category A was unequivocal, noting that subsequent to the previous meeting it has been confirmed that Studies of Religion Stage 6 incorporates Studies of Religion I and II:

Aboriginal Studies  Filipino Continuers
Agriculture  French Beginners
Ancient History  French Continuers
Biology  French Extension
Business Studies  German Beginners
Chemistry  German Continuers
Dance  German Extension
Design and Technology  Hindi Continuers
Drama  Hungarian Continuers
Earth and Environmental Science  Indonesian Beginners
Economics  Indonesian Continuers
Engineering Studies  Indonesian Extension
English (Advanced)  Indonesian Background Speakers
English (Standard)  Italian Beginners
English as a Second Language (ESL)  Italian Continuers
English Extension  Italian Extension
Food Technology  Japanese Beginners
General Mathematics  Japanese Continuers
Geography  Japanese Extension
History Extension  Japanese Background Speakers
Information Processes and Technology  Khmer Continuers
Legal Studies  Korean Beginners
Mathematics  Korean Continuers
Mathematics Extension 1  Korean Background Speakers
Mathematics Extension 2  Macedonian Continuers
Modern History  Malay Background Speakers
Modern Greek Beginners  Maltese Continuers
Physics  Modern Greek Continuers
Senior Science  Modern Greek Extension
Society and Culture  Modern Hebrew Continuers
Software Design and Development  Persian Background Speakers
Studies of Religion  Polish Continuers
Textiles and Design  Portuguese Continuers
Visual Arts  Russian Background Speakers

LANGUAGES
Arabic Continuers  Serbian Continuers
Spanish Beginners
2. approve all those courses listed below for which the recommendation for Category B was unequivocal:
   Industrial Technology

3. consider reports (attached and tabled) received since the last Committee of Chairs meeting:
   Arabic (Beginners) (second opinion) (recommended to be Category A)
   Classical Greek (Continuers and Extension)(recommended to be Category A)
   Latin (Continuers and Extension)(recommended to be Category A)
   Music (recommended to be Category A)

4. consider the action needing to be taken in relation to those remaining courses for which there is no recommendation or review report, viz:
   Community & Family Studies
   Health & Physical Education
   Personal Development
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